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Abstract: The large-scale access of distributed generation (DG) and the continuous increase in the
demand of electric vehicle (EV) charging will result in fundamental changes in the planning and
operating characteristics of the distribution network. Therefore, studying the capacity selection
of the distributed generation, such as wind and photovoltaic (PV), and considering the charging
characteristic of electric vehicles, is of great significance to the stability and economic operation of the
distribution network. By using the network node voltage, the distributed generation output and the
electric vehicles’ charging power as training data, we propose a capacity selection model based on
the kernel extreme learning machine (KELM). The model accuracy is evaluated by using the root
mean square error (RMSE). The stability of the network is evaluated by voltage stability evaluation
index (Ivse). The IEEE33 node distributed system is used as simulation example, and gives results
calculated by the kernel extreme learning machine that satisfy the minimum network loss and total
investment cost. Finally, the results are compared with support vector machine (SVM), particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA), to verify the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed model and method.

Keywords: distributed generation (DG); electric vehicle (EV); kernel extreme learning machine
(KELM); voltage stability evaluation index (Ivse); capacity selection; total investment cost; power loss

1. Introduction

With the deepening of research, there have been studies on wind and photovoltaic capacity
selection in distribution networks, mainly taking classical particle swarm optimization and genetic
algorithm as examples [1]. These two algorithms have some problems, such as slow training speed,
falling easily into local minima, complex parameter setting and so on, which gradually become
bottlenecks restricting their further development [2,3].

In the study of distributed generation capacity selection, many studies have been carried out
as follows. Reference [4] proposed a distributed energy resource aggregator technique to quantify
the benefits of large-scale distributed generation access to the distribution network. Reference [5]
proposed a planning model for multi-energy systems that considered gas pipelines and distribution
networks, and used the minimum total investment cost as the optimization goal to conduct multi-stage
planning and multi-scenario analysis of the model. However, this research mainly focused on economic
factors [4,5] and did not consider the impact of the distributed generation capacity and location changes
on the network. Reference [6] proposed a model considering the amplitude of the node voltage and
the variation of wind speed, to solve the layout problem of wind power generation in the distribution
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network. However, the model did not account for the impact of different types of distributed generation
capacity changes on the distribution network. Reference [7] studied a distributed power grid-connected
problem with the minimum active loss as the objective function. However, the characteristics of the
distributed power output were only analyzed from a technical point of view, and the effects of different
types and position changes on the network stability were not considered.

In recent years, research on electric vehicles has continued to expand. Reference [8] established
a two-layer optimization model for electric vehicle charging based on node blocking electricity prices,
which maximized the economic benefits for the power grid and users. Reference [9] maximized and
modeled the agent and owner’s respective interests as the objective function, and a master-slave game
model was established to achieve an electric vehicle charging management method based on the
electricity price. However, this only studied electric vehicle charging models and did not consider the
interaction with distributed generation [8,9]. Reference [10] established an accurate model of electric
vehicles based on their actual behavior to study the influence of electric vehicle charging characteristics
on the power grid. Reference [11] studied the influence of the electric vehicles on the network loss
at different penetration rates. References [10,11] only analyzed the impact of electric vehicles on the
network stability and loss from a technical perspective and did not consider their interaction with
distributed generation.

The large-scale access of wind photovoltaic power and electric vehicles has caused a fundamental
change in the topology of traditional distribution networks, changing it from a single radiating network
to a complex source network. The above research on distributed generation or electric vehicles did not
fully consider the changes in the topology of the distribution network, and the impact of the large
amount of data obtained by various measurement methods on the distributed generation capacity
configuration problem. Therefore, how to realize the coordinated control of the active distribution
network under the premise of considering the large-scale access of distributed generation and electric
vehicle, so that the planning result is more suitable with the actual needs of the project, is one of the
important issues in the research of distributed generation capacity configuration problems.

Therefore, this paper makes full use of kernel extreme learning machine’s fast calculation speed
and good generalization performance, and constructs a kernel extreme learning machine-based wind
and photovoltaic capacity selection model while considering electric vehicle charging requirements.
By introducing a kernel extreme learning machine, the original capacity configuration problem is
transformed into an optimization problem that does not need to pay attention to the input and output
weights and the number of hidden layer nodes, and has faster training speed and better generalization
performance than the support vector machine. It is verified by simulation. The results show that the
kernel extreme learning machine-based capacity configuration model can give reasonable and effective
distributed generation capacity configuration results under the premise of considering electric vehicle
charging characteristics.

2. Kernel Extreme Learning Machine Model

2.1. Kernel Extreme Learning Machine

In 2006, Huang et al. of Nanyang Technological University proposed a learning algorithm based on
single hidden layer feed forward neural networks, called extreme learning machine [12]. The extreme
learning machine model structure is seen in Figure 1. The extreme learning machine algorithm has the
advantages of easy implementation, fast learning speed, fewer intervention conditions, avoids falling
into local optimal solutions, and strong generalization ability [13]. The extreme learning machine
algorithm has been applied to practical applications such as short-term power load forecasting [14],
high voltage circuit breaker mechanical fault diagnosis [15], tunnel foundation hole deformation
intelligent prediction model [16], and has shown good predictive performance and generalization
ability to meet the needs of different applications.
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Figure 1. Kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) model structure.

For any given set of N samples (xi, ti), as shown in Figure 1, where xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xin]T
∈ Rn,

ti = [ti1, ti2, . . . , tin]T
∈ Rm, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is L, and the activation function

of the hidden layer is g(x), so the mathematical expression of the hidden layer feed forward neural
network is:

L∑
i=1

βig
(
wi·x j + bi

)
= o j, j = 1, 2, · · · , N (1)

where, wi = [wi1, wi2, . . . , win]T is the weight between the i-th hidden layer neuron and the input
neuron; βi = [βi1, βi2, . . . , βim]T is the weight between the i-th hidden layer neuron and the output
neuron; bi represents the offset value of the i-th hidden layer neuron, wi·xj represents the inner product
of wi and xj, and oj represents the output vector.

For a single hidden layer feedforward neural network, it can approach the N sample collections
with zero error, i.e.,

L∑
j=1

‖o j − t j‖ = 0 (2)

When existing βi, wi and bi make Equation (3) set up,

L∑
i=1

βig
(
wi·x j + bi

)
= t j, j = 1, 2, · · · , N (3)

The above expression can be abbreviated as:

Hβ = T (4)

where, H = {hij}(i = 1, 2, . . . , N; j = 1, 2, . . . , L), H is the output matrix of the hidden layer of the single
hidden layer feed forward neural network. T is the respected output of the hidden layer of the single
hidden layer feed forward neural network. tj is an element in the matrix T. So if the oj can infinitely
close to the tj, that means the predicted effect of extreme learning machine model is very close to the
true value.

The extreme learning machine trains the network by minimizing the training error and minimizing
the norm of the output weight, which is min‖β•h(xi) − ti‖

2 and min‖β‖. Here, β is the weight vector
connecting the hidden layer neurons and the output neurons, h(xi) is hidden layer core mapping.
From the point of view of standard optimization theory, the above problem can be solved by a simplified
constrained optimization problem, and the above target can be rewritten as:

minLp =
1
2
‖β‖2 + C

1
2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i (5)
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Restrictions:
h(xi)β = ti − ξi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N (6)

where, C is the regularization coefficient and ξi is the training error.
According to the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition, the above problem can be transformed into the

optimization problem of the following Equation:

Lpmin =
1
2
‖β‖2 + C

1
2

N∑
i=1

ξ2
i −

N∑
i=1

ηi(h(xi)β− ti + ξi) (7)

where ηi is a Lagrangian operator, the above optimization problem can be equivalent to:

∂LPELM

∂β
= 0→ β =

N∑
i=1

ηih(xi)
T = HTη, i = 1, 2, · · · , N (8)

∂LPELM

∂ξi
= 0→ Cξi = η, i = 1, 2, · · · , N (9)

∂LPELM

∂ηi
= 0→ h(xi)β− ti + ξi = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , N (10)

where η = [η1, η2, . . . , ηN]T. For the training samples, substituting Equations (8) and (9) into
Equation (10), respectively, (

HHT +
1
C

)
η = T (11)

f (x) = h(x)β = h(x)HT
(
HHT +

1
C

)−1
T (12)

According to the Mercer condition, construct a kernel function to instead of HHT, so

ΩELM = HHT : ΩELMi, j = h(xi)·h(x j) = K(xi, x j) (13)

h(x)HT =


K(xi, x1)

K(xi, x2)
...

K(xi, xN)

 (14)

The output of the kernel function extreme learning machine can be expressed as,

f (x) =


K(xi, x1)

K(xi, x2)
...

K(xi, xN)


[ 1
C
+ ΩELM

]−1
T (15)

2.2. Kernel Extreme Learning Machine Solution Steps

The kernel extreme learning machine algorithm calculation flow is shown in Figure 2. Data such
as network node voltage, distributed generation power output and electric vehicle charging power are
obtained through distribution power flow calculation, and are used as training data. PDG and PEV
are used as input of the kernel extreme learning machine model, and U is used as output, to train the
kernel extreme learning machine.
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vector machine)

Through training, the kernel extreme learning machine model is established, and the root mean
square error is calculated as an evaluation index for judging the prediction accuracy, that is,

RMSE =

√√√√√ N∑
i=1

(y(i) − y∗(i))2

N
(16)

where, RMSE represents the root mean square error, y(i) represents the actual value, y*(i) represents
the predicted value, N is the number of samples. The smaller the RMSE value, the better the
prediction accuracy.

The improved voltage stability evaluation index [17], Ivse is used to reflect the influence with
different distributed generation capacity configuration scheme on network voltage. The voltage stability
index is based on the extreme conditions of the power flow solution to determine the system voltage
stability. This index can reflect the area and the node in the system where voltage collapse is most
likely to happen [18]. The smaller the index value, the more stable the network voltage. The index
Equation is as follows:

Ivse =
4QZ2

XU2 (17)

where, Q represents the network reactive loss, Z represent the equivalent impedance, and U represents
the node voltage.

3. Math Models of Wind, Photovoltaic and Electric Vehicle

3.1. Wind and Photovoltaic Model

Generally, the distribution of wind speed is considered to be a two-parameter Weibull distribution,
and the probability density function [19] can be expressed by,

f (v) =
k
c

(
k
c

)k−1

e−(
v
c )

k
(18)
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The output power of the fan changes with the change of the wind speed, and the output can be
expressed as,

Pw =


0

Pn(v− vci)/(vn − vci)

Pn

v ≤ vci, v ≥ vco

vci ≤ v ≤ vn

vn ≤ v ≤ vco

(19)

where, c and k are the two parameters of the Weibull distribution; v is the actual wind speed; vci is
the cut in wind speed; vco is the cut off wind speed; vn is the rated wind speed; Pw is the rated power
of the fan.

At the same time, the solar light intensity can also be considered to approximate the Weibull
distribution, and its probability density function [20] can be expressed as,

f (s) =
k
c

( s
c

)k−1
e−(

s
c )

k
(20)

The output power of a photovoltaic cell varies with the intensity of the light, and the output can
be expressed as,

Ps =

Psn
(

s
sn

)
0 ≤ s ≤ sn

Psn s ≥ sn
(21)

where, s is the light intensity, sn is the light intensity under the rated power output, and Psn is the rated
output of the photovoltaic cell.

3.2. Electric Vehicle Model

The charging demand of an electric vehicle is usually related to the battery characteristics of the
vehicle, the travel habits of the owner, and the charging mode. The battery characteristics are usually
expressed by the state of charge (SOC), and the charging mode is mainly divided into fast and slow
charging mode. Combined with the travel habits of car owners, private cars are the main research
object in this paper. Two indicators are introduced to express the charging demands of electric vehicles:
the location and capacity of the charging stations.

The location information can reflect the convenience and the charging mode of the vehicle owner.
The locations of the charging stations are divided into two types, one is the commercial or tourism
centers, which usually adopt the fast charging mode, and the other is the residential centers or
enterprises and institutions, which usually adopt the slow charging mode. The capacity information
can reflect the rationality and economy of the charging station. If the capacity and number of charging
piles are too large, the investment cost of the charging station will be too high. If the capacity and
the number of charging piles are too small, the charging demand cannot be satisfied. Therefore, it is
important to properly plan and design the location and capacity of electric vehicle charging stations.

According to the 2017 global traditional energy power report [21], per capita annual electricity
consumption in 2017 was about 4309 kWh, which can be used to estimate the population within
the selected network’s power supply area. Set the population within the power supply area as
Ps, the annual electricity consumption within forecasting area as Aec, and the per capita electricity
consumption as Pcec, the Equation for Ps is as follows:

Ps = Aec/Pcec (22)

According to the calculated number of cars per 100 people in developed regions, 32 vehicles/100
people, electric vehicle occupancy was calculated to be 40%. Among this, the fast charging mode
accounted for 20% of the total number of electric vehicles, and the slow charging mode accounted
for 80%. The availability rate of electric vehicles with fast charging modes is setting as 0.6. The slow
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charging mode vehicles, the rate is setting as 0.3. Thus, an estimated value of the charging powers of
the electric vehicles is derived:

PEVC = NEV × 80%× 0.3× PEVin + NEV × 20%× (1− 0.6) × PEVin (23)

NEV = Ps × 40% (24)

where, PEVin represents one electric vehicle charging power. PEVC represents the charging power of all
the electric vehicles in the network.

So according Equations (5)–(7), using the actual data from some wind field and photovoltaic
power stations, the power ranges of fast and slow charging modes needed by the electric vehicle can
be derived, and the charging power can be derived by a Monte Carlo method. The electric vehicle
charging power obeys a normal distribution. The distribution curve of electric vehicle charging power
is presented in Figure 3. The X-axis indicates the charging power of electric vehicle and the Y-axis
indicates the probability value of the electric vehicle charging power, and this value has no unit.
µ represents the average value of the electric vehicle charging power when its probability value is the
largest, and its unit is MW.
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3.3. Objective Function and Constraints

3.3.1. Objective Function

An opportunity constrained programming method is used to set up an objective function
with the lowest active power loss and investment cost, considering the influence of the distributed
generation access.

The total investment of power grid projects generally consists of static and dynamic investments.
During the power grid planning process, the investment estimates used for economic evaluation
generally refer to static investments. Static investments include project construction costs, equipment
purchase costs, other construction costs, and basic reserve fees. Therefore, under the premise of
considering the economic evaluation and technical indicators, the objective function with the smallest
total investment cost and network active loss was constructed: minC =

∑
m∈M

CDG(m)+
∑

m∈N
CEV(n)

minPloss =
∑

I2R
(25)

where C is the total investment cost of the system; CDG is the investment cost of each distributed
generation; CEV is the investment cost of each electric vehicle charging station; Ploss is the network
loss; I is the current, and R is the equivalent resistance; m represents the access number of distributed
generation or electric vehicle.
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The unit capacity method was used to calculate the system investment cost. Using the actual
wind and photovoltaic project investment as an example, the following comprehensive cost indicators
which contain investment and operation costs are obtained. The wind power was about 8.02 RMB/w,
and the photovoltaic power was about 7.91 RMB/w. The charging station costs mainly consist three
parts: infrastructure, power distribution facility, and operating costs. According to the calculation
method mentioned in [22], the comprehensive cost can be derived as follows:

C =
∑

i∈M+N

(si × pi) (26)

where, C is the investment and operation cost; si is the scale of the project; pi is the unit’s comprehensive
cost estimation index of the project.

3.3.2. Equivalent Constraint

An equality constraint is derived from the power flow Equation as follows,{
P + PDG − PEV − PL −U

∑
U(G cosθ+ B sinθ) = 0

Q + QDG −QL −U
∑

U(G sinθ− B cosθ) = 0
(27)

where, P and Q represent the active and reactive power; PDG and QDG represent the active and reactive
power injected by distributed generation; PL and QL represent the active and reactive load; U represents
the node voltage; PEV represents the electric vehicle charging power.

3.3.3. Inequivalent Constraint

Considering the impact of the distributed generation and electric vehicle access, the voltage of
each node was limited as follows:

Umin ≤ U ≤ Umax (28)

where Umin is the lower limit value, and Umax is the upper limit of the node voltage. The distributed
generation access capacity is constrained by the limit,

SDG ≤ SDGmax (29)

where SDG is the installation capacity of the distributed generation, and SDGmax is the maximum value.
The electric vehicle access capacity is defined as follows:

SEV ≤ SEVmax (30)

where SEV is the capacity of the electric vehicle, and SEVmax is the maximum allowable
installation capacity.

4. Simulations

4.1. Parameter Setting

The IEEE33 node power distribution system structure diagram is shown in Figure 4. The relevant
parameters can be found in Table A1 of the Appendix A. Based on actual measured data of a project,
the wind speed obeys a Weibull distribution with k = 5.8 and c = 16. The illumination intensity obeys
a Weibull distribution with k = 0.45 and c = 9.18. The number of data samples was set to 1000.

The access locations of wind, photovoltaic and electric vehicle are shown in Figure 4. With different
combinations, there can be at least three cases for distributed generation. Case 1 represents one wind
or one photovoltaic accessing one node; case 2 represents one wind and one photovoltaic access into
two nodes, and case 3 represents wind and two photovoltaic access into three nodes, respectively.
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The candidate nodes for accessing wind, photovoltaic and electric vehicle are selected as follows: node
5, node 17, node 18, node 28 or node 32.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x 9 of 16 
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4.2. Kernel Extreme Learning Machine Prediction Accuracy Verification

Figure 5 shows the average root mean square error value of kernel extreme learning machine
under different access modes. The abscissa represents the different access modes of the distributed
generation (shows in Appendix A Table A2), and the ordinate represents the value of the root mean
square error (RMSE). It can be seen that the RMSE curve of the kernel extreme learning machine was
relatively flat, and its average value is 0.04; the change of support vector machine is relatively large,
and its average value is 0.062. A flatter curve corresponds to a smaller RMSE value, indicating that the
prediction accuracy is better. Therefore, the kernel extreme learning machine prediction was better
than that of the support vector machine.
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To verify the feasibility and reasonability of kernel extreme learning machine, comparing the
results of kernel extreme learning machine with and without electric vehicle. The calculation results of
the kernel extreme learning machine without electric vehicle are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of kernel extreme learning machine without electric vehicle; (DG: distributed generation).

DG Access Mode Active Power Loss (kW) Total Cost (Million RMB) DG Capacity (MW)

Case 1(Wind) 107.59 2274.74 2.87(5)
Case 2(Wind, 1 PV) 108.22 2792.85 2.96(5); 0.53(18)
Case 3(Wind, 2 PV) 108.61 3228.59 2.96(5); 0.55(18); 0.54(32)
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It can be seen from Table 1 that as the number of distributed generation increases, the active power
loss increases. As the distributed generation access location and capacity change, it will cause changes
in network power flow. The larger the distributed generation access capacity, the greater the impact
on the network power flow distribution. So the active loss increases with the access of distributed
generation. The access node is listed behind the distributed generation capacity with brackets.

Table 2 is the results with electric vehicle connecting, and the average capacity of the electric
vehicle is 0.285 MW at node 32. For convenience of comparison, the electric vehicles are not included
in the total investment cost.

Table 2. Results of kernel extreme learning machine with electric vehicle.

DG Access Mode Active Power Loss (kW) Total Cost (Million RMB) DG Capacity (MW)

Case 1(Wind) 150.69 2699.3 3.41(5)
Case 2(Wind, 1 PV) 146.73 3623.1 3.5(5); 1.03(18)
Case 3(Wind, 2 PV) 140.33 4525.7 3.47(5); 1.02(18); 1.18(32)

It can be seen from Table 2 that when electric vehicle access is taken into account, the capacity of
wind and photovoltaic increases, while the active power loss decreases. So the electric vehicle access is
beneficial to the access of distributed generation and helpful to reduce active power losses.

On the other hand, the results of kernel extreme learning machine are compared with that of
a support vector machine. With similar access capacities, the total investment costs are compared.
The total investment cost obtained by the kernel extreme learning machine is reduced, with an average
decrease of 0.8%, and the active loss was reduced by an average of 28%. In the calculation time,
the support vector machine average calculation time was about 22.6 s, and the kernel extreme learning
machine is about 16.9 s. Analyzing the reasons, in addition to the inherent calculation time required
for the power flow calculation, the kernel extreme learning machine needs time on the millisecond
level, while the support vector machine requires 3–5 s.

The model mainly utilizes kernel extreme learning machine’s non-linear approximation ability
and generalization performance to approximate the non-linear relationship between the node voltage
and the distributed generation power. The above analysis shows that the kernel extreme learning
machine is better than the support vector machine in terms of calculation speed and prediction accuracy.
And its calculation results are feasible and reasonable.

4.3. Voltage Stability Evaluation Index

To further verify the rationality of the distributed generation and electric vehicle capacity selection
results given by the kernel extreme learning machine, the voltage stability evaluation index (Ivse) is
introduced to evaluate. The value of Ivse for all the nodes before installing wind and photovoltaic are
mentioned in Figure 6. The X-axis indicates the node number and the Y-axis indicates the value of the
Ivse indicator. Table 3 shows the changes in the indicators with different distributed generation access
modes without electric vehicles.

Ivse_o represents the original Ivse value when the distributed generation is not connected.
Ivse_case1 represents the index value when distributed generation is connected under case1, so as
Ivse_case2 and Ivse_case3. As shown in Table 3, the Ivse value is gradually decreased compared with
Ivse_o. According to the definition of the Ivse, that means the corresponding node voltage stability is
improved. So the distributed generation access is helpful to improve the voltage stability.

Ivse_case n&ev is the value of Ivse when distributed generation and electric vehicles are both
connected. As shown in Table 4, the Ivse value decreases as the number of distributed generation and
electric vehicles increase. So through comparing the changing trends of Ivse, the access of distributed
generation and electric vehicles are beneficial to improve the voltage stability.
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Figure 6. The voltage stability evaluation index (Ivse) initial value without DG. (DG: distributed generation).

Table 3. Index value of Ivse without electric vehicle.

Node Number Ivse_o Ivse _case1 Ivse_case2 Ivse_case3

Node 5 0.06707 0.06392 0.06374 0.06294
Node 17 0.001802 0.001635 0.001629 0.001604
Node 27 0.0543 0.0498 0.0496 0.0486

Table 4. Index value of Ivse with electric vehicle.

Node Number Ivse_o Ivse _case1&ev Ivse_case2&ev Ivse_case3&ev

Node 5 0.06707 0.06588 0.06578 0.0648
Node 17 0.001802 0.001764 0.001761 0.001684
Node 27 0.0543 0.05297 0.05291 0.05165

4.4. Voltage Stability Analysis

As the access number of distributed generation and electric vehicle is increasing, it will have
a great impact on the stability of the network voltage. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the effects
on the network voltage distribution under different access modes of distributed generation and
electric vehicle.

In Figure 7a–c, the dark blue curve in the figure corresponds to V_noDG, define as the initial voltage
distribution of the network without distributed generation and electric vehicle. The red and green
curves correspond to V_KELM_nDG and V_SVM_nDG, respectively define as the voltage distribution of the
network when only distributed generation are connected, where n = [1, 2, 3] representing case1, case2,
case3 respectively. The light blue and purple curves correspond to V_KELM_nDG&EV and V_SVM_nDG&EV

respectively define as the voltage distribution when distributed generation and electric vehicles are
connected at the same time.

Figure 7a–c, shows the change of the voltage gained by the kernel extreme learning machine
and support vector machine methods, with different distributed generation access modes and with
or without electric vehicle. The voltage amplitude increases with the distributed generation access
capacity. This indicates that the access of the distributed generation is beneficial for increasing the
network voltage level. Meanwhile, by comparing the results obtained by the support vector machine,
the voltage distribution curve given by kernel extreme learning machine is better.

On the other hand, when considering the electric vehicle access, by comparing the voltage
distribution curves before and after electric vehicle access, shown in Figure 7d. After distributed
generation and electric vehicle access, the voltage distribution is better than the original voltage
level (V_noDG&EV). So the distributed generation and electric vehicle access is helpful to improve the
voltage stability.
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Figure 7. Voltage distribution curves by comparing KELM with SVM under different DG&EV
configuration scheme; (a) DG access in case1 and with or without EV; (b) DG access in case2 and with or
without EV; (c) DG access in case3 and with or without EV; (d) voltage profile of KELM with different
DG access modes and with or without EV.(DG: Distributed generation; EV: Electric vehicle)

5. Discussion

Through the above comparison and analysis, it was found that distributed generation and electric
vehicle access have a great influence on improving the network voltage stability, and the characteristic
of electric vehicle charging also has a positive effect on the network to absorb distributed generation.

In addition, to further illustrate the effectiveness of the distributed generation and electric vehicle
capacity selection results given by the kernel extreme learning machine, the results are compared with
those obtained by the support vector machine, particle swarm optimization algorithm and genetic
algorithm method, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of kernel extreme learning machine with other optimization methods.
(PSO: Particle swarm optimization; GA: Genetic Algorithm).

Methods Method DG Access Number DG Capacity (MW) Active Power Loss (kW)

Basic load - - - 202.45

Reference [23] PSO 1 3.62 131.85

- SVM 2
3.37

200.721.09

Reference [24] GA 3
1.5

106.30.43
1.07

Proposed KELM

1 3.87 108.6

2
3.26

107.21.53

3
2.97

105.60.55
0.54
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In order to make the results are comparable, focusing on the distributed generation sizing problems
without electric vehicles, and with the same objective function, that is the active power loss is minimum,
and the same access location, to compare the results of the kernel extreme learning machine with the
particle swarm optimization algorithm, genetic algorithm and support vector machine.

From Table 5, we can see, the capacity of distributed generation obtained by kernel extreme
learning machine is larger than particle swarm optimization algorithm and support vector machine,
while the active power loss is smaller. So through this comparison, we believe that the results obtained
by the kernel extreme learning machine are better.

6. Conclusions

In view of the fundamental changes in the planning and operation characteristics of distribution
networks caused by the large-scale access of wind and photovoltaic power generations and electric
vehicles, the kernel extreme learning machine is used to build the capacity selection model. By training
the model, the capacity selection results of distributed generation that satisfies the objective function is
obtained by the kernel extreme learning machine. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The model constructed by the kernel extreme learning machine can effectively approximate the
non-linear relationship between the wind and photovoltaic power output and network node
voltage, when considering the electric vehicle charging characteristic.

(2) The kernel extreme learning machine calculation speed is fast, its average training time is
23.3 milliseconds. Its prediction accuracy is better. Through the comparison of the root mean
square error with support vector machine, its average value is decreased by 35%.

(3) Through comparison with the support vector machine, particle swarm optimization algorithm
and genetic algorithm, the distributed generation capacity selection results given by the kernel
extreme learning machine are reasonable, and are beneficial for improving the voltage stability.

(4) The access of electric vehicles is beneficial to increase the distributed generation access capacities.
By calculating the access capacity ratio of distributed generation and electric vehicles by the kernel
extreme learning machine, it is possible to increase the distributed generation access capacity up
to 20%–40%.

However, given the comparison and analysis above, further study is still needed. For example,
with the same objective function, the results of distributed generation capacity selection model is
reasonable, and it is better than the particle swarm optimization algorithm or genetic algorithm, but
as the amount of training data increased, the computational speed complexity increased and the
calculation accuracy decreased. Therefore, a future study needs to optimize certain parameters, so that
the kernel extreme learning machine can obtain a better distributed generation configuration strategy.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Data for the IEEE 33-bus radial distribution system [25].

Node i Node j Branch (Ohm) Load of Node j (kW)

1 2 0.0922 + j0.047 100 + j60
2 3 0.4930 + j0.2511 90 + j40
3 4 0.3660 +j0.1864 120 + j80
4 5 0.3811 + j0.1941 60 + j30
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Table A1. Cont.

Node i Node j Branch (Ohm) Load of Node j (kW)

5 6 0.8190 + j0.7070 60 + j20
6 7 0.1872 + j0.6188 200 + j100
7 8 0.7114 + j0.2351 200 + j100
8 9 1.0300 + j0.7400 60 + j20
9 10 1.0440 + j0.7400 60 + j20
10 11 0.1966 + j0.0650 45 + j30
11 12 0.3744 + j0.1238 60 + j35
12 13 1.4680 + j1.1550 60 + j35
13 14 0.5416 + j0.7129 120 + j80
14 15 0.5910 + j0.5260 60 + j10
15 16 0.7463 + j0.5450 60 + j20
16 17 1.2890 + j1.7210 60 + j20
17 18 0.3720 + j0.5740 90 + j40
2 19 0.1640 + j0.1565 90 + j40
19 20 1.5042 + j1.3554 90 + j40
20 21 0.4095 + j0.4784 90 + j40
21 22 0.7089 + j0.9373 90 + j40
3 23 0.4512 + j0.3083 90 + j50
23 24 0.8980 + j0.7091 420 + j200
24 25 0.8960 + j0.7011 420 + j200
6 26 0.2030 + j0.1034 60 + j25
26 27 0.2842 + j0.1447 60 + j25
27 28 1.0590 + j0.9337 60 + j20
28 29 0.8042 + j0.7006 120 + j70
29 30 0.5075 + j0.2585 200 + j600
30 31 0.9744 + j0.9630 150 + j70
31 32 0.3105 + j0.3619 210 + j100
32 33 0.3410 + j0.5362 60 + j40

Table A2. Different access modes of distribution generations.

access
modes of

DGs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

P W P/P W/W P/W W/P P/P/P W/W/W P/W/W W/P/W W/W/P W/P+/P P/W/P P/P/W

P represents photovoltaic, W represents wind. Different sequences in the table represent different access locations,
as shown in Figure 4.
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